
This book offers you a taste of pure human goodness—help

and hope being offered without a hook, catch, or high price

tag. It reminds us of the big life questions: Why are we here? What

is our purpose? Shannon suggests that our highest purpose is to be

useful to others and to be connected to each other in a chain of

human caring—one hand reaching forward for help, one hand

reaching back to lend assistance. For Shannon, the miracle of

recovering her life from an eating disorder gives her a unique

ability and calling to reach back and help those who are still strug-

gling, just as she stays connected to and leans upon those who have

gone before her on this healing journey.

Like Shannon, I am recovering from an eating disorder that

started in my early adolescence. And, like Shannon, I owe my life

to being mentored. The mentoring that I received—much of

which I experienced through the Twelve Steps of recovery—came

from other women who were recovering. I accepted their help
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because it was free and I was desperate, alone, and out of hope.

Even more important, I was willing to trust these women because

they made two things clear to me—they knew intimately the hell

I was living in, and they believed that I too could get out. They

were my companions and guides as I slowly climbed the ladder up

and out of a life consumed with disordered eating.

Now as a therapist, singer/songwriter, and public speaker on the

topic of eating disorders, I agree with Shannon that there is no bet-

ter use of a life than to give hope and to inspire others to recover.

Much of my own recovery has been strengthened through helping

others who are struggling with disordered eating. Being able to use

my own painful experiences to benefit others has been the most

remarkable and transcendent gift of my own life. I know, as does

Shannon, that nothing is too big, dark, or difficult to recover from.

Shannon describes eating disorders as having the ability to out-

last our financial, emotional, and familial resources. In order to

heal, we need all the help that we can possibly gather from thera-

pists, doctors, nutritionists, psychiatrists, family, friends, and so

on—in essence the “support team.” Shannon suggests the addition

of a mentor to this team—defining “mentor” as one who is recov-

ering and one who understands and can give hope and support

from an insider’s perspective. I believe this is a crucial missing

piece in the recovery process—one that could especially help those

who are either unable to receive treatment or who simply need

additional support during or after treatment. It is essential that

the members of the support team work together, joining their

energies and embracing all of the different and valuable aspects of
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recovery provided by each member of the team. Mentors are not

to be seen as a substitute or replacement for professional help, but

rather as an addition to the support team.

Shannon states emphatically that “relationships replace eating

disorders.” I couldn’t agree more, as I know my own disordered

eating behaviors were a desperate attempt to fill a deep longing for

connection. Shannon envisions a mentor-mentee relationship as a

healthy relationship to fill the gaps between individual and group

therapy sessions, lend a helping hand for tackling daily life situa-

tions and struggles, and model healthy recovery behaviors. Most

importantly, a mentor would consistently give hope—the kind of

hope that only someone who has first conquered a significant

recovery-related issue in their own lives can give. This book shows

how mentoring works, as Shannon shares letters from her mentees

and her responses, as mentor, back to them.

I am humbled and filled with gratitude for Shannon’s generos-

ity, dedication to helping others recover, and the strength of her

spirit. This book is her gift—a wise and empathetic hand to hold

for those needing a guiding light to lead them out of the hell of

disordered eating. She offers wisdom in specific stepping-stones

or exercises, called “Recovery Workshops,” that marked important

stages in her own journey. No matter where you are in your recov-

ery process, this book will help strengthen your commitment to

life and support you in finding and celebrating your own unique

and unrepeatable beauty.

—Robin Richardson, MA, CMT
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